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Likert surveys have existed for many decades. In this thesis, we compared it with
Quadratic Voting, or QV, a voting mechanism designed to facilitate collective decision mak-
ing. We compared the two surveying methods under scenarios in which a decision-maker
had to choose among K options. First, we created a pretest that demonstrated the transfer-
ability of QV to an HCI context. We designed a large scale experiment that assigned Likert
Surveys, QV surveys, and a donation task to participants and compared how an individual
behaves differently between either survey and their donation response. We implemented
a Bayesian statistical model and analyzed the results. Our conclusion showed QV aligned
more closely with user preferences than Likert surveys through qualitative and quantitative
analysis.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Surveys have been a useful tool at aggregating individuals’ attitudes across a broad range
of topics among a group of participants. Research agencies, industry labs, or independent
researchers often hope to understand how to allocate resources better or to address people’s
preferences more accurately. Agencies collect these surveys of huge crowds as a form of col-
lective decision making. For example, think tanks design ordinal scale polls to understand
public opinions on government policies [1] because there are limited resources in the govern-
ment. Companies deploy online surveys to understand which improvements users would like
to see prioritized for a similar constraint. Other surveys can be found in shopping centers to
collect an individual’s experiences for products because there are limited shelves. Data sci-
entists and product teams also use surveys for them to prioritize mission-critical issues that
customers face when deploying a product upgrade. All these examples demonstrate how
prevalent groups and institutions used surveys to make decisions by gathering consensus
from surveying individual’s attitudes.
Surveys we see today come in many forms and across diverse mediums. Although the first
research surveys were largely in-person, they evolved into mail-in, telephone, and, eventually,
online formats. In the early 1980s, researchers introduced electronic surveys to individuals
as they began having access to internet-connected computers. The goal of electronic surveys
was to reduce research costs, reduce the amount of human labor required to conducted
surveys, and add additional flexibility in survey design. While the medium of how researchers
conduct the surveys moved offline to online, researchers did not make noticeable changes in
how surveys worked, nor did they come up with a drastically different surveying mechanism
tailored for the internet. Likert scale surveys remain one of the most prominent and widely
used surveying tools. We argue that limited change happened to change the mechanism
for electronic-meditated surveys. Given the computing power of computers today and the
omnipresence of computers at any individual’s hands, is there a better surveying mechanism
that harnesses these advantages and can project more accurate results?
Rensis Likert invented Likert surveys in 1932. Likert surveys would ask participants to
express their attitudes using a scale, for example, on a scale of 1 to 5, for a given topic
or option. Researchers would use collected responses to make their decision. Since then,
this surveying method has been fully adopted by researchers and marketers alike. Some
researchers attributed this to the survey’s ease of use. However, this ease of use does not
guarantee the ease of analysis. Researchers today easily misuse Likert surveys by applying
the incorrect analysis methods [2] or misinterpreting the analysis results [3, 4], leading to
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doubtful findings. Examples of such includes calculating the mean and standard deviations
to interpret the data collected through a Likert survey. Even when applied correctly, there is
usually little justification for using Likert surveys over other research tools in their research.
In this thesis, we look at Quadratic voting, an alternative collaborative decision-making
method. Quadratic voting (QV) is a voting mechanism with approximate Pareto efficiency
developed by Weyl at al. [5] in 2015. Under QV, each survey participant receives an equal
budget of voice credits. Participants can purchase any number of votes for different options
on the survey using their budget. The cost of the votes for an option will be quadratic
with respect to the number of votes assigned to that option. The authors argued that this
mechanism is more efficient than a one-person-one-vote system to make a collective decision
because it minimizes welfare loss. Researchers have compared the Likert survey with QV
from empirical and theoretical perspectives [6, 7]. Cavaille et al. argued that QV outperforms
Likert surveys among a set of political and economic issues [8]. However, if the purpose of
surveys were to understand people’s attitude accurately, we need to understand how well
QV aligns with what participants genuinely believe and how they act. To the best of our
knowledge, there have not been any empirical studies that investigated to what degree does
QV results align with participants’ underlying true preferences, and how well it aligns with
other surveying methods such as Likert survey. Further, we did not find any empirical study
examining whether a different amount of voice credits impacts QV’s result.
We focused our scope on collective decision-making tasks aimed at eliciting group prefer-
ences among a set of choices among K options. We proposed three research questions. Our
first question focused on whether QV consistently produces a different result from the Likert
survey results in an HCI study. Although usually applied to surveys in the social sciences,
we hypothesize that QV could produce a cleaner and more accurate result than a Likert sur-
vey in an alternative setting such as Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). We designed one
pretest experiment and one follow-up experiment to verify our hypothesis. In the pretest, we
replicated the study developed by Quarfoot et al. [6] and swapped the content of the survey
with an HCI security study by Leon et al. [9] to show that QV extracts more fine-grain
information compared to Likert. Results from the pretest aligned with the results by Quar-
foot et al., suggesting that QV works under scenarios outside of societal-focused settings.
Our second question regards how QV and Likert-scale align with an individual’s preferences
expressed via their behavior across societal issues. We carefully redesigned a new experiment
involving a larger group of participants to compare the alignment of QV and Likert surveys
with a person’s actual behavior. In this experiment, participants expressed their attitudes
across societal causes and were given the option to donate to charitable organizations asso-
ciated with each cause. We took a Bayesian approach to analyze the statistical power and
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effect size of how closely the Likert Survey and QV align with one’s donation distribution.
The results found statistical evidence that QV outperforms Likert if there are enough voice
credits. Our third question looked at whether a different number of voice credit budget
impacts people’s voting behavior in QV. We used both experiments, the pretest experiment,
and the formal experiment to test this idea. We found through qualitative and quantitative
analysis that QV surveys require a significant amount of voice credits. We describe these
research question more thoroughly in Chapter 4.
This thesis makes two significant research contributions. We confirmed through empirical
studies that QV aligns better with the participant’s underlying preferences when surveying
people’s preferences among K options. Importantly, our experiment uses participant be-
haviors as a baseline to measure these differences, which we argue is much stronger than
direct comparison to Likert. The results mean that in such scenarios, researchers should
consider using QV over the Likert survey. The second contribution is a demonstration that
having a different voice credit budget size could impact the QV results. To the best of our
knowledge, little did researchers discussed the effect of the number of voice credits. In the
study, we discovered that it is required for QV to provide a large enough voice credit budget
to obtain an accurate result. This finding is critical to QV applications in the wild. This
study also opens the door to many future directions, such as understanding how to apply
QV in real-world scenarios, what challenges QV might face, and design decisions that can
influence QV participants.
We argue that if QV surveys outperform Likert surveys at locating collective preferences
among many options, people conducting the study should consider using QV to collect more
precise data. The goal of this thesis is not to convince them that QV should replace Likert
Surveys entirely. Still, we believe that having this additional tool inside a researcher’s toolkit
can empower researchers to collect better data, resulting in more precise solutions.
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CHAPTER 2: PRELIMINARIES
This chapter describes the preliminaries and introduces the formal definition for Quadratic
Voting and Likert surveys used in this thesis. We discuss related works in the next chapter.
2.1 QUADRATIC VOTING
Voting is one standard method to facilitate consensus among a group of people. There
exist different voting methods to facilitate different purposes. Most of these methods offer
each voter one vote with a different mechanism to form a consensus. The majority rule and
unanimity rule, for example, declare the winner based on whether that option received over
half of the voter population or the number of voters, respectively. This type of voting rules
are straightforward but suffers from allowing voters to express more fine-grain options[10].
Other methods like rank-based voting enable voters to express the ranks of the candidate
options when submitting the votes. The drawback of all these voting methods lies in how
each voter only has one vote. This characteristic made these voting methods suffer from the
tyranny of the majority and Condorcet’s paradox [10]. The tyranny of the majority occurs
when the majority of the population favors one option over the other, limiting the voice of
the minority. Condorcet’s paradox happens because when voter’s ranked-choice were not
transitive and the results might be suboptimal.
To overcome these challenges [5], Weyl at al. developed Quadratic Voting (QV), a col-
lective decision-making mechanism [11]. Inspired by the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism
[12], QV inherits the concept where individuals have to pay the cost that the others lost
from that outcome rather than merely allowing the highest bidder to win the goods [5].
QV relies on a “price-taking” equilibrium of the survey “market.” Assuming rational
agents, each participant attending the survey will try to maximize their utility. This utility
is to use the least amount of vote to gain a preferable outcome. For any given agent, if they
favor one option on the survey, their final utility would be the utility of the option minus
the cost of the votes plus the average cost of the votes from all other participants that voted
for this option. If the agent is not in favor of an option, the negative utility would be the
loss of the cost of the votes plus the average cost of the votes from all other participants
that voted for this option. The goal is to minimize the aggregated welfare loss across all
the participants. Lalley et al. [11] proved theoretically that in this case of Bayes-Nash
equilibrium, the total welfare loss converges as the population increases when using QV.
Here we formally define QV. Consider collecting responses from N participants, and each
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participant is entitled to express a binary opinion (for or against) for each option oi within
a set of options O. Participants are also entitled to K credits of a given currency and can
choose to purchase any number of votes vi ∈ R for any oi, by paying v2i from that K credits.
The result of the QV can be generalized by the ranks of the sum among the total votes for
an option
∑
Voi across all N participants.
2.2 LIKERT-SCALE SURVEY
The Likert survey, invented by psychologist Rensis Likert in 1932, is a commonly used
method that collected participant’s level of agreement or disagreement of the given subject
matter. These surveys present step-intervals from one attitude to the next attitude on a
scale [13]. In this work, Rensis Likert focused on a finite and symmetric set of options on
the scale for clustering. In the experiment, Likert used a five-point Likert survey to collect
individuals’ attitudes on a set of controversial societal questions. The polarized ends of the
scale assisted survey participants in identifying the cluster of the position of their belief [14].
Though the Likert scale’s original design was five options, there is no finite definition of how
many options there should be on a Likert-scale survey.
Since the invention of the Likert survey, researchers design 3, 5, 7, or even 12-point Likert
scale evaluation surveys [15, 16]. Likert-scaled surveys are not limited to numerical scales.
In the past, people have developed ordinal scales that use adjectives to describe the degree
of status. Some researchers even developed alternative forms of Likert scale such as slider
scales [17] or phrase completions [18], which aimed to circumvent some of the shortcomings
of the traditional Likert scale.
In the next chapter, we discuss related works on the challenges researchers faced when
using the Likert Survey and the literature regarding QV application.
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CHAPTER 3: RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we lay out the related works. We first discuss the challenges Likert surveys
faced. Then we explain recent efforts made to understood QV. Finally, we provide related
works in Bayesian data analysis.
3.1 CHALLENGES OF LIKERT-SCALED SURVEYS
The wide adoption of Likert-scale questionnaires owes its success to its ease of use across
domains. For example, researchers deployed these surveys to validate findings or clarify
hypotheses [19, 20] in HCI. Alternatively, Likert surveys help uncover user’s needs. Over the
past decades, researchers designed add-ons on top of the original Likert survey to improve
the accuracy and useability of Likert surveys [17, 18]. While efforts are helpful, there were
widespread controversies in the community on when, why, and how to use Likert surveys [2].
For instance, researchers sometimes misuse statistical methods, such as calculating mean
and standard deviations [3], to understand outcomes when Likert responses are ordinal.
Ordinal responses should not draw inference through these statistical tools because these
response values are unquantifiable. For example, “agree and a half” does not exist in real
life. Further, one should not assume scale intervals to be equal when Likert surveys use
stepwise options. In other words, “strongly agree” to “agree” might not scale the same as
“neutral” to “agree” [3, 21].
An empirical study [6] identified another challenge where people exaggerated their views
when filling out political surveys. In this study, participants expressed polarized opinions or
refrained from voicing an opinion, making it hard to form optimal consensus [5]. Cavaille et
al. [8] proved this occurrence theoretically; if respondents want to influence the outcome of
the survey using their survey response, they will exaggerate their values.
These challenges might not come directly from the Likert survey mechanisms, but this
mechanism influenced how people used it. This phenomenon motivated us to understand
whether QV can provide a more truthful measurement for collective decision making.
3.2 QV IN THE WILD
After proposing QV, Quarfoot et al. [6] conducted an empirical study to understand how
QV results compare to Likert surveys. They surveyed 4500 participant’s opinions across ten
public policy, using either a Likert survey, QV, or both. The study found that the number
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of people who voted the same number of votes for any particular option follows a normal
distribution when using QV. This feature differs from the Likert surveys, which among the
same group of participants, returned heavily skewed or polarized “W-shaped” distributions.
Researchers inferred that QV is better at expressing the participant’s opinion for polarized
statements. Researchers also saw individuals spent more time expressing their opinion and
reveal a more fine-grain attitude toward the policies. Thus, the study concludes that QV
provides a clearer picture of public opinion to policymakers [6].
This work by Quarfoot et al. relied on the mean and z-scores to draw qualitative conclu-
sions across the two methods. We argue that it requires more rigorous quantitative analysis
to gain a deeper understanding of their differences. The study showed differences between
the two surveying methods but was not clear how different both surveys were to participant’s
truthful preferences. Besides, the survey focused on controversial policies that have a strong
tendency for voters to agree or disagree on the extreme, such as asking one’s opinion on
“same-sex marriage”. Little do we know if QV produces different results than Likert surveys
if the options are less competitive, for example, choosing one’s favorite ice cream flavor.
Another empirical study applied QV to the field of education by Naylor et al. [7]. The
author used QV and Likert surveys to understand essential elements among a list of factors
that impacted students’ success at universities. Results showed that QV provided more
insights, such as distinguishing good-to-have from must-have factors. Even though these
factors are not heated debated controversies compared to public policies in the previous
studies, each of these elements is independent variables that do not require students to
make trade-offs. For example, students can have a sense of “belonging” and a sense of
“achievement” simultaneously.
To the best of our knowledge, there was no existing empirical work that focused on in-
vestigating how QV and Likert perform under the condition of selecting one in K options.
A recent theoretical work discussed in a similar setting by Eguia et al. [22] focused on
the collective choice-making problem. This work claimed that QV is in favor of helping an
organization, assuming risk natural agents, figure out an efficient decision across multiple
alternatives when the budget is constrained. We aim to complement this missing piece of
the puzzle through an empirical study. Further, we are not aware of any work that stud-
ies alignment between participants’ actual beliefs through their behaviors with QV surveys.
Existing research pointed out possible fallacy exists with current self-reporting surveying
techniques [23, 24]. Thus, we aim to understand how QV and Likert surveys aligned with
the agent’s true beliefs instead of merely comparing the outcomes of Likert surveys with
QV. Further, these related works did not reveal how they designed the voice credits in their
experiments. Therefore, We also want to test whether the total number of voice credits
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impacted the results of QV.
3.3 BAYSIEAN DATA ANALYSIS
In many survey analysis experiments, researchers relied heavily on the null hypothesis
statistical tests (NHST) to determine whether a phenomenon is statistically significant or
not, to support their hypothesis. This method leads to controversies in the field for a very
long time. One major challenge of NHST came from its goal: rejecting the null hypothesis.
Instead of answering the alternative directly, this made NHST easy to overstate the evidence
against the null hypothesis [25]. In addition, some researchers [26] argued that it is easy to
‘p-hack’ an experiment by replicating an experiment repetitively and only reporting the ones
with significant results. There are heated debates upon confidence intervals, alpha values,
the sample size decision, and many others when discussing related issues of NHST.
Therefore, some researchers advocated the use of Bayesian data analysis. The core concept
of Bayesian analysis is updating and reallocating the belief as one gathered more informa-
tion with the use of Bayes rules. Kay et al. [27] introduced a few potential benefits to using
this analysis method. First, when working with Bayesian, the process is more transparent
and requires fewer assumptions. In a t-test or ANOVA, the data needs to follow several as-
sumptions, including normality and homogeneity of variance. Second, traditional statistical
tests that assume normality required at least a sample size of 30. Even when the sample
size is greater than 30, a large effect size may still produce an insignificant p-value due to
an insufficiently large sample. On the contrary, a Bayesian model is valid at every value
of the sample size. Last but not least, Bayesian provides more insights from the outcome.
When comparing traditional statistical analysis that only produces a single p-value and a
unique effect size value, a Bayesian model can provide the entire distribution of the effect
size, making additional information available for a clear inference.
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We pose the following research questions:
- Research Question 1 (RQ1): For HCI studies that made use of Likert surveys, does
QV consistently pose a different result from Likert survey results?
This research question is crucial because we need to know how to use QV outside
of societal causes and make sure that the results are consistent across domains. We
discussed prior empirical studies where one pertained to societal topics and another
regarding education. HCI research questions are less controversial than some debated
societal issues. Thus, our first research question wants to ensure that QV shows similar
characteristics, even in different contexts.
- Research Question 2 (RQ2): How well do QV, Likert-scale and the underlying prefer-
ences expressed via people’s behavior align under societal issues?
Following the previous question, showing the consistent difference between QV and the
Likert survey is not enough. It is essential to make sure that QV reflects an individual’s
true beliefs. Different from prior works, we want to compare QV and Likert survey
results with a baseline. This research question is critical because of how accurate a
surveying tool is will impact how reliable people use it to make the final decision. We
want to take a step further, not only to show the two surveying demonstrating dif-
ferent results but utilizing quantitative and qualitative methods. This result will help
us understand how different the survey results resemble an individual’s preferences,
especially their actual behaviors and even the collective outcome.
- Research Question 3 (RQ3): How does a different number of voice credit (budgets)
impact people’s voting behavior in QV?
Another critical step at leveraging QV in experiments is to figure out the amount of
voice credit budget to allocate to the participants. Without a correct budget, QV
might not work. To the best of our knowledge, there is no empirical work that tried
to understand how a different number of voice credits in QV impact participant’s
behaviors. In current empirical studies, it lacked explanations of how the researchers
elected the number of voice credits. We want to uncover if different amounts of voice
credits can impact a participant’s expressiveness due to additional cognitive load. We
also want to understand how the number of voice credits affects coarse-grain and fine-
grain results.
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CHAPTER 5: PRE-TEST: VERIFYING QV AND LIKERT IN HCI
Here, the pretest aimed to complete three objectives for the first research question and
also help us plan out the experiment for the third research question. The primary aim is
to replicate the experiment created by Quarfoot et al. [6] mentioned in the related works
with an HCI context. We wanted to reassure that we see similar differences in QV and
Likert survey results despite being applied to a different domain. Our second purpose was
to make sure these differences were visible when the types of questions in the surveys were
less polarized. In other words, HCI surveys often ask participants to express their opinions
among K options that were interrelated and less polarized. In contrast, public policies could
have views that were on the extremes. Last but not least, we wanted to examine whether
different voice credits impact how participants allocated their votes in QV surveys.
To reach these three objectives, we designed an experiment that involved the following two
components. First, we transformed a published HCI research that utilized Likert surveys to
collect people’s opinions of 1 in K options into a QV survey. Then we built a system that
can collect the participant’s opinion through Likert surveys and QV responses. This system
is also capable of deploying QV with different voice credits. In this section, we will describe
both of these components in great detail.
5.1 SETTING UP AN HCI SCENARIO
We must have a valid HCI experiment with a well-designed survey, and it needs to provide
baseline results conducted with large sample size. However, the goal of this study was not to
re-evaluate an HCI study, nor did we want to design an entire HCI experiment from scratch.
Therefore, we selected and modified the survey by Leon et al. [9].
The original study by Leon et al. tried to understand users’ willingness to allow third-
party websites to collect website visitor’s personal information. The study deployed large
quantities of Likert scaled surveys online. Leon et al. asked participants to rate their
willingness to share for each type of personal information. To simplify our experiment, we
only selected a sub-section of the original study that focused on the kinds of information
website visitors would allow advertising companies to keep for one day. The original research
presented a long list of information. Among the thirty types of information, we selected half
of the types of information based on a uniform draw of results from the initial survey.
In our replicated experiment, we asked participants whether they would agree on the
company to withhold the following information for a day, including: (1) The IP address of
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the computer, (2) The name and version of the web browser used, (3) Gender, (4) Income
bracket, (5) Religion, (6) Marital status, (7) Hobbies, (8) The pages visited on the website,
(9) Weight and Height, (10) Time spent on each page of the website, (11) Origin of the
country visiting the website, (12) Town or city visiting the website, (13) Address visiting the
website, (14) Email address, (15) Phone number, and (16) Credit card number. We designed
two surveys based on this question. For the Likert survey, participants express their attitude
by choose from an ordinal scale of: “Strongly Disagree”, “Disagree”, “Neutral”, “Agree”,
and “Strongly Agree” for each of the personal information. In the QV survey, participants
can vote any number of votes for or against each type of personal information as long as the
budget allows.
5.2 EXPERIMENT METHOD
We designed the study as a within-subject survey where participants responded to the
same questions using different voting mechanisms. We recruited participants using conve-
nience sampling via social media. We introduced individuals to this experiment as an HCI
research focusing on topics related to user privacy and online experiences. We did not inform
participants that this experiment aimed to investigate QV. Participants were required to be
18 years old or above. Participants did not receive any compensation.
Participants first completed a consent form. Participants first learned about the basic
concepts of QV through a text description. In addition to the description, we provided par-
ticipants a QV playground to test and make sure their understanding of QV is correct. This
playground used the same QV interface but with an easy to understand example. Partici-
pants could experiment with voting on different options on the ballot and learning the use of
voice credits. Once participants were comfortable expressing their opinions with QV, they
would complete four surveys in a randomized order. The experiment ended once participants
completed all four questionnaires. We provide the questionnaires in the Appendix.
The four surveys included a Likert survey and three alternative QV surveys, each with
different amounts of voice credits. In this case, we designed the three QV voice credits
as QV with 16 voice credits (QV16), QV with 64 voice credits (QV64), and QV with 256
voice credits (QV256). The randomized the order participants encountered each survey to
minimize sequential effects of a Likert survey and the QV surveys. This setup meant 12
different combinations to cover all possible sequences of visiting the four types of surveys.
Our survey platform made sure that it equally distributed participants to any of the 12
combinations.
The three voice credit budgets were not arbitrary selected. We designed these three
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variations of QV voice credits using the number of options (n) involved in the survey: n, n
2
2,
and n2. Under the impression that QV works with a sense of scarcity, we wanted to have
extremes on both ends. On the one hand, a budget with n voice credits could be extremely
scarce, possibly forcing participants to make trade-offs. On the other hand, n2 could be too
much, making the impact of scarcity disappear and forgoing the impact of limited budgets.
Figure 5.1: The QV interface used in the pretest consisted of three sections. The first section
Question contains the prompt. Participants can revisit the definition of QV by clicking the
“show” button on top of the prompt. The second section is the Summary section. This
section will provide information on the number of credits participants had, the number of
credits they have used, and home many voice credits were remaining. Participants also
submit the QV survey using the “submit” button in this section. The third section is where
we list the survey options. Participants can vote for the type of information they are willing
to share with third-party companies using the “+1” button or “-1” for the reverse. We show
information on the bottom and the right of each option to reduce participants’ cognitive
load when voting in QV.
5.3 EXPERIMENT PLATFORM AND PROCEDURE
To accommodate the experiment, we built an online survey system that contained various
forms of voting mechanism. We implemented the backend of the online questionnaire in
Python Flask. Heroku served the system with a database running on a MongoDB served by
mLab (now called MongoDB Atlas). The system supported QV and Likert scale surveys,
through a set of JSON metadata files. We used HTML and the SurveyJS library to render
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the Likert survey; and pure HTML, CSS, and JQuery for the QV survey.
Figure 5.1 shows a snapshot of the truncated section when participants fill out the QV64
survey. The page started with a prompt and text explaining how QV works, in case of
participants need to refresh their concept. The question section (marked as 1 in the figure)
printed the prompt of the question. The middle part of the interface, marked as 1 in the
figure, served as the summary of the participant’s current voice credit allocation. We list the
options below in the summary section. Using the interface, participants could cast up-votes
(agree) or down votes (disagree) by clicking the plus or minus next to each of the options.
On the one hand, we wanted the interface to be easy to use and straightforward to follow.
At the same time, we wanted to provide useful information to reduce participants’ cognitive
load. This interface went through multiple design iterations to reach the balance. This
reason was why we offered dynamic precalculated intermediate values across the interface.
For example, the interface displayed information on the number of votes and the total number
of voice credits devoted to a particular option. Visualizations of the votes for each option
were presented to the right in red crosses as disagreeing votes, and green checks were the
agreeing votes. The summary section helped participants aggregate the total voice credits
that they used and the remaining voice credits that they have left. We believe that this
can help participants decide on what options and how much one should allocate their voice
credits. Even if the participants cannot grasp the quadratic concept, they could still rely on
the interface to complete the task.
5.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We collected 17 participant’s responses for the pretest. We took a naive approach to
analyze the results from the pretest. We focused on simple statistics and qualitative ob-
servations to derive insights. In this section, we concentrated on three perspectives of the
results. First, we looked at how our experiment replicated the original study. We must verify
that the pretest delivered consistent results with experiments in the related work. Second,
we looked at how QV drew different conclusions compared with Likert Survey qualitatively.
We observed this on a macro level, looking at the outcome, and on a micro-scale, looking at
individual responses, similar to what Quarfoot et al. did in their paper. Last but not least,
we looked at the impact of using different voice credits.
13









































Distribution of Likert in Original Study
Figure 5.2: This figure contains two subplots. The subplot on the left demonstrated Lik-
ert scale results from our study, whereas the right subplot shows results from the original
experiment [9]. Both subplots ranked the least to the most willing to share information
from top to bottom. We only selected 16 of the 30 types of information from the original
experiment. Thus, the right subplot contained a lot more types of information. Here we
see that comparing the two plots, and they yield similar results; for example, credit card
remains the least willing to share information. We argue that this demonstrated a successful
replication of the original study.
5.4.1 Replicating the Original Study
This study proposed 16 types of information for participants to indicate how willing they
would allow an advertising company to retain their information. Compared to the original
study, the results collected from the 17 participants reflected a similar trend across the
different types of information. Figure 5.2 summarized the Likert scale responses from 17
participants.
The two results shared a similar trend. We can see that credit card number, address,
phone number, and income bracket remain the top four types of information that partici-
pants were not willing to share with advertising companies. They ranked them in the same
sequence compared to the original study. Web browser version, country, and gender were
still information that participants were willing to share with these companies. Most of the
elements stayed in a similar position among the rankings. Only a few information, such as
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city and marital status differed between the two experiments. These differences occurred
on options that ranked in the middle of the original study, which means that participants
have mixed feelings. In addition, with small sample size and convenient sampling, elements
could be swapped. The similar results toward the most and least comfortable-to-share ele-
ment concluded that our Likert survey results replicated the original study.
5.4.2 Quadratic Voting Survey results
The first step of the analysis stated with data preprocessing. For Likert survey results,
we mapped ”Strongly Disagree”, ”Disagree”, ”Neutral”, ”Agree”, ”Strongly Agree” of each
personal information attitude to values of −2, −1, 0, 1, 2 respectively. We consumed QV
results as is. We assumed that participants who felt ”Neutral” in sharing the element in the
Likert survey cast zero votes when filling out the QV survey. We did not make any other
modifications to the data.
To analyze QV results required careful examination of the data. The most important
thing to do was to make sure that the results across three QV surveys were consistent, given
that we designed the pretest as a within-subject study. Therefore, we first generated the
boxplot for the 17 participants (Figure 5.3). Notice how we aggregated across all survey
options and all participants as boxplots. We want the aggregated possible response values
to show how participants were expressing their attitudes.
Across Likert survey results, QV using 16 credits (QV16), QV using 64 credits (QV64), and
QV using 256 credits (QV256), Likert, QV64, and QV256 shared the same median. QV64 and
QV256 both presented an interquartile range that contained that of the Likert survey. This
result suggested that the two QVs’ vote distributions captured the majority opinions from
the Likert survey. From this boxplot, we are confident that QV64 and QV256 were consistent,
and they both captured more information than the Likert survey.
QV16 had a different median with a narrower interquartile range compared to the other
three methods. The tails of the boxplot show participants expressing their relative attitudes
across the various information when compared to Likert survey results. With 16 voice credits,
it forced participants to make trade-offs, limiting a complete response of their preferences
because there was a minimal budget. If we compared QV16 with QV64 or QV256, we could
see that as the tails on both ends in both cases expanded, the interquartile range expanded
and eventually covering the interquartile range of the Likert survey results. In other words,
the scarcity limited the expressiveness of the survey. We will provide more in-depth and
concrete examples of participants’ behavior in later analyses. At a high level, we concluded
from the pretest that QV64 and QV256 were accurate translations of the Likert survey, while
15










Distribution of Votes across Methods
Figure 5.3: This figure presented the boxplots of all possible votes that happened for a
given method. The more voice credits provided in QV, the longer the tails were, indicating
participants willing to express more fine-grain feedback. We also observed the latter two QV
groups, when compared to the Likert results, have an overlapping interquartile range. We
interpreted this as capturing at least the Likert survey results completely.
QV16, due to overly limited voice credit budget, was not.
5.4.3 Effects of Quadratic Voting
In the previous analysis, we examined the aggregated votes across all types of information
on both QV and Likert survey responses. In this subsection, we drilled into the results for
individual options. Then we compared how individuals respond across the surveys.
According to Quarfoot et al. [6] QV removed the skewness of the response for individual
options when aggregating the results. Out of the 16 types of information, we selected a few
to demonstrate similar observations. We first look at Figure 5.4, which shows how votes dis-
tributed across Likert and QV survey responses when asked about a participant’s willingness
to share credit card information. Credit card information is the type of information that
participants least preferred to share with advertisement companies according to the Likert
scale rankings presented in the previous subsection. From the plot, we see that the response
is heavily left-skewed. However, when we asked the same question using QV, the responses
yielded a quasi-normal distribution. With the number of votes spread out, we began to see
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Number of votes across different methods for credit card
Figure 5.4: This plot shows the distribution and boxplot of the votes assigned to credit card
information. Notice the median shifted to the left as available voice credits increased. The
shape of the left-skewed Likert survey flattened out into quasi-normal distributions. This
outcome is even more apparent when looked at the box plot. The interquartile range spread
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Number of votes across different methods for address
Figure 5.5: This plot shows the distribution and boxplot of the votes assigned to address in-
formation. Notice the median shifted to the left as available voice credits increased. However,
compared to the Figure 5.4, the results of the Likert survey is less left-skewed. Meanwhile,
the distribution of the QV’s was less to the left. Once again, we see the tail of the QV
distribution grew longer than that of Likert.
Likert survey. Do note that specific vote values were missing from the graph likey because
of the small sample size.
Similar patterns can be found in Figure 5.5, which presented the response of how par-
ticipants were willing to share their address, which was the second least willing to share
information. Again, the results were heavily left-skewed for Likert responses. From the dis-
tribution and boxplot, QV64 and QV256 both had a widespread tail that allowed participants
to express fine-grain responses and the degree of willingness to share varies. From Figure 5.5
and Figure Figure 5.4 we also compared the boxplot across the four methods. The more
voice credit, the easier it is to compare across the two types of information to share. For
instance, the tail of QV64 is much shorter compared to QV256.
When we turned to a more willing to share information, for example, the country informa-
tion, it shows a near-uniform response that is slightly right-skewed 5.6. This figure suggested
that people were okay with sharing this information. When we projected the data using QV,
the results became quasi-normal. It starts to present the tails on the ends of participant’s
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Number of votes across different methods for country
Figure 5.6: This plot shows the distribution and boxplot of the votes assigned to country
information. The mean remained near zero. Rather than perceiving the results from the
Likert survey as some people are willing to share this information, the QV result boxplots
told us that most people do not have a preference, and only very few participants are willing
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Number of votes across different methods for IP
Figure 5.7: This plot shows the distribution and boxplot of the votes assigned to IP. The
Likert survey and the QV results presented two different histogram distributions. The QV
plots show a clear indication that quite a few participants were extremely unwilling to share
their IP information. They can go to the very extreme on the spectrum while this is not
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Number of votes across different methods for hobby
Figure 5.8: This plot shows the distribution and boxplot of the votes assigned to hobbies.
Despite having a uniform-like distribution in the Likert survey, the QV survey showed par-
ticipants do not care about sharing this information with companies. Participants likely
moved their votes to other information that they cared more about.
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Let us turn to an option that was ranked in the middle, for example, IP address. From the
results (Fig 5.7), there is a left-skewed ‘W-shaped’ distribution in the Likert survey responses.
This figure shows a mixed-signal where some participants would like to share their IP while
others are really against it. It is hard to tell the degree of agreement and disagreement by
looking at the Likert responses. Once we turned to the QV responses, the reactions were
more spread out but maintained quasi-normal distributed. Compare the boxplot between
Likert survey results and QV256 results, and the plots tell different stories. Participants can
be profoundly concerned with their IP information, while a few participants did not care
that it strongly. For hobbies, which shows a quasi-uniform distribution (Figure 5.8), the
plots between Likert and QV tell a different story. Instead of interpreting the Likert plot as
participants having mixed feeling at sharing their hobbies with advertising companies, the
story from QV highlighted that participants generally do not care, especially when compared
with the other information.
From these plots, we observed two effects of QV. The first one echoed our findings in the
previous subsection, which claimed that QV allowed more fine-grain responses. Especially
for QV64 and QV256, participants began spreading out their degree of willingness to share
information. This finding is consistent across all 16 options—the reason given that they now
have the freedom to provide such a response. Since the number of voice credits increased
in proportion to the number of options, there were no bounds in which limits one’s ability
to provide such feedback. This phenomenon was less seen in QV16, as we mentioned in
the previous subsection. We believe QV16 supplied too little voice credits, which limited
participants’ ability to express their attitude, similar to that of Likert.
We further confirm this by looking at the quasi-normal distributions across QV16. 10
out of 16 types of information had the mode and median of 0 votes while the other six are
slightly left-skewed. This outcome shows that participants were saving their votes for specific
elements, preventing them from expressing their degree of preference across different options.
This inter-connected behavior, across all 16 options, brings us to the other behavior, which
is the resource constraint effect of QV.
Resource constraint meant that participants were required to consider what they voted
between the options. This inter-connected relationship did not exist in Likert surveys. In
other words, participants could elect extreme values across all the questions in a Likert study,
while impossible on a QV survey. This constraint forced participants to show their relative
preferences across the given set of options. We observe this by comparing the histograms in
this subsection. It now becomes easy to compare participants’ preferences across types of
information they’re willing to share. It is also clear to the decision-maker of how distributed











































































Figure 5.9: This figure portrays how participant 5168B0FA4DE1480 distributed their vote
across all types of information using the four different surveying methods. Notice how QV16
appeared only a few times. Many of the missing types of information received votes once
there were enough voice credits. This figure shows that QV16 limited the ability to voice
fine-grain responses.
of voice credits in the next subsection.
5.4.4 Impacts of different voice credits
As mentioned in the previous section, participant behaviors could change because of voice
credit constraints. In this subsection, we explained the supports for our claim, and then we
explain two common participant behaviors by demonstrating how their response changed
across different methods.
Figure 5.9 demonstrates why QV16 is limiting participant’s ability to express their pref-
erences. This figure presents how participant 5168B0FA4DE1480 voted across different in-
formation types using the four methods. The light blue appears only 7 out of the 16 types
of information options. This finding shows that QV16 forced participants to refrain from
expressing their preferences even though they have varying degrees of preferences when
given 256 or 64 voice credits. This result is consistent across many of the participants in
the pretest. We can conclude that the Quadratic Voting with a budget of 16 voice credits
(QV16), in other words with a budget of n, was not an effective translation of the Likert
survey in this study due to the overly limited budget. With this tight budget, participants
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were unwilling to forego his/her opinion on any type of information and thus spread the
votes evenly across all 16 types of information. As a result, each question received a small
number of votes. The spreads were not significant enough, which indicated that participants
could only express their binary opinions with no indication of strength.
Participants demonstrated two common types of voting behaviors across voting methods.
The first type involved participants amplified across all the information options given more
voice credits, almost unanimously. For example, participant FD4FF6804F0E409 (Figure 5.10)
had QV256 slightly increased where QV64 increased. Participants almost equally distributed
the additional votes across the types of information that the participant was unwilling to
share. Participants did not refrain from voting but use up all their budgets. In other words,
while there are more voice credits, one voice credit in QV64 did not equal one voice credit in
QV256. Participants simply divided 256 voice credits into more granular bits, thus providing
much fine grain results. The other type of voting behavior happened where participants used
up all additional votes and pumped them into a handful of options to express their degree of
agreement or disagreement. These participants always focused solely on what they want to
express. For example, participant 9EEE22B42BCD432 in Figure 5.11 focused on disagreeing
advertising companies to collect their IP, address, phone and credit card information.
The more voice credits, the more focused these participants distributed their votes. This
observation shows that scarcity induced trade-off behaviors and careful prioritization from
the participants.
We further examined how participants spent their voice credits for this experiment. We
were concerned if people were able to manage a large budget given the larger cognitive load;
for example, 256 votes in the case of n2. According to Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3,
the percentage of participants that used up at least 93.75% of the total budget were 88.24%,
70.59% and 66.67% respectively for Quadratic Voting survey with budgets of n, n
2
2 and
n2. Despite a moderately decreasing trend in the budget usage percentage as the budget
increased, around 90% of the participants used more credits than the total budget given in
the version with a budget size one level lower, for instance, 88.24% of participants used more
than 16 voice credits in QV64. This table suggested that 90% of the time, the additional
budgets were used in some ways, even though not spent completely. Hence, we believed that
between the budget range of n to n2, participants were able to effectively allocate the budget











































































Figure 5.10: This figure portrays how participant FD4FF6804F0E409 distributed their vote
across all types of information using the four different surveying methods. The more voice
credits in the QV, the more votes distributed to each of the options. The gain of these










































































Figure 5.11: This figure portrays how participant 5168B0FA4DE1480 distributed their vote
across all types of information using the four different surveying methods. Some participants
performed similar behavior where they already focused on a few options that they dislike
and contributed their votes to these types of information.
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Table 5.1: Budget usage distribution for Quadratic Voting with 16 voice credits. Notice 88%
of participants used over 90% of their voice credits.
credit used 16 15 14 <14
number of user 12 3 1 1
percentage 70.59% 17.65% 5.88% 5.88%
Table 5.2: Budget usage distribution for Quadratic Voting with 64 voice credits. Notice
70.5% of participants used over 95% of their voice credits.
credit used 64 60 - 63 17 - 59 <=16
number of user 7 5 3 2
percentage 41.18% 29.41% 17.65% 11.76%
5.5 CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS
From this pretest, we made the following conclusions. First, the major differences that
we observed empirically between QV and Likert were that QV does not limit participants’
degree of expression. This characteristic allowed participants to allocate votes and respond
freely. To constrain the degree of freedom participants allocate their votes, QV forced
participants to distribute their resources because the survey only has one budget that serves
all options. This constraint forced participants to make trade-offs and comparisons when
completing the survey. We argued that this provided fine-grain differences in the intensity
across their relative preferences. In short, QV had the potential to derive a more accurate
result than a Likert survey under scenarios when researchers wanted to look for preferences.
One example of this scenario is to assist a product manager in deciding how to allocate
engineering resources across multiple product features. However, in this pretest, we did not
develop quantitative support at how accurate does QV compare to Likert.
Besides, this pretest showed that the different amount of voice credits did matter. We
empirically demonstrated limitations when participants have too little voice credits. With
limited voice credits, QV pushed the survey response into resulting a binary response because
there were not enough voice credits for participants to vote. Since most participants used up
most of the voice credits, we noticed that participants tend to scale their preference when
Table 5.3: Budget usage distribution for Quadratic Voting with 256 voice credits. Notice
66.7% of participants used over 78% of their voice credits.
credit used >= 250 200 - 249 65 - 199 <=64
number of user 13 3 5 3
percentage 54.17% 12.50% 20.83% 12.50%
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there are more voice credits at hand. We argue that extra voice credits allowed participants
to allocate their budgets at a fine-grain level. However, quantitatively, we do not know how
well additional voice credits impact participant’s behavior and how well these differences
compared to Likert surveys.
Last but not least, this pretest demonstrated one possible way to transform a Likert survey
experiment into a QV format experiment. This transition yielded similar, if not better,
results than the original experiment. It also demonstrated that QV could work outside
of a social science context. The questions on the ballot and survey need not be polarized
topics to allow QV to show its ability at eliciting participants’ preference. Even with a
list of homogeneous elements listed on the survey, QV showed more insights than Likert.
However, this experiment did not fully explore the impacts of options that have different
types of relationships. For example, whether heterogeneous options affect the accuracy of
QV compared with Likert surveys; or whether options that have an immediate impact on
the participants (such as the type of ice cream they are willing to order inside the store)
affect the outcome?
In summary, this pretest answered RQ1. We showed consistent results even when apply-
ing QV outside of societal issues. This result paved a promising path for further analysis
and answered research question one. We also identified two significant limitations of this
experiment. First, we had a tiny sample size with possible selection bias due to convenient
sampling. Second, the analysis is more qualitative than quantitative. Together, we need to
conduct a more rigorous experiment, followed by careful analysis.
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CHAPTER 6: EXPERIMENT: QUADRATIC VOTING, LIKERT SURVEYS,
AND DONATION
From the pretest analysis, we confirmed two things. First, QV and Likert elicited different
results when surveying participant’s preference under K items. Second, the number of voice
credits impacted participant’s behavior to express their attitudes. We also identified two
additional problems in the pretest experiment. First, we need a quantitative analysis method
to confirm our findings. Second, we realized the fundamental issue in the pretest analysis:
viewing the Likert survey results as the ground truth was not enough. To own an unbiased
conclusion and can compare the two survey method, the ideal way need to compare the two
survey results to a ground truth that was elicited directly from the participants. With these
ideas in mind, we designed and implemented of our main experiment.
We designed the experiment as a between-subject study consisting of Likert surveys, QVs,
and a donation task to answer research questions two and three listed in chapter 4. We
recruited participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and divided them into two
groups: the Likert group and the QV group. The Likert Group received $0.75, and the QV
Group received $1.75 if participants completed the study. In this chapter, we detailed our
experiment design.
The goal of a between-subject study is to understand how different the two survey tools
yield results. In practice, we located the difference between the survey tool and one’s real
preference, and then we compared these preferences across groups of participants.
6.1 MEASURING PARTICIPANT’S TRUE PREFERENCES
Unlike the pretest, we ought to collect the participant’s true preferences as a baseline to
compare the two surveying methods quantitatively. To figure out their real preference, we
asked participants to donate to a charity. We believe that one’s donation behavior is similar
to their stated attitudes. We had multiple reasons to support this donation task. First,
donation tasks are easily relatable, given that they occurred in real life. Adult individuals
regularly exercise monetary behaviors and make financial decisions daily. These characteris-
tics of the donation task mean that participants should not have challenges completing this
task. Second, donations are simple to conduct, even on a large scale. It does not require
in-person interactions. Third, donation tasks appeared in many experiments [28, 29, 30] as a
valid indicator of participants’ behavior. Fourth, donating is a behavior that contains com-
plimentary and homogenous choices, and each of the options is independent. The donation






























Figure 6.1: This experiment conducted between subjects. We divided participants into two
groups. Participants that took the upper path were in the Likert Group, who expressed their
attitudes toward various social causes through a five-point Likert Survey. The alternative
was the QV group who replied attitudes through two QV surveys, each with a different
combination among the three possible votes: 36, 108, or 324 credits.
We summarize the experiment procedure in Figure 6.1. The experiment consisted of
four steps: Participants filled out the demographic survey as the first step. Based on the
demographics, participants completed one or more surveys, as highlighted in the figure. Par-
ticipants in the Likert group filled out one Likert survey, while participants in the QV group
completed two QV surveys. After that, participants filled out another survey, the distrac-
tion survey, to divert their attention before completing the final task. We ask participants
to donate to a list of charities. We explain each of these steps in detail.
Before starting the experiment, we told participants in the consent form that this study
aimed to understand their opinions on several social causes and required them to complete
a donation task. Participants completed a demographic survey after confirming the consent
form. We collected the participant’s gender, ethnicity, age range, household income level,
education level, and current occupation. Based on the age and education level, we divided
participants into seven groups and ensured that each group contained similar distribution
as to the 2019 United States census. This experiment further categorized into seven groups:
the Likert Group (Group 1) and the QV Group (Group 2 to Group 7).
The Likert Group, shown as the upper path in the shaded area of Figure 6.1, expressed
their opinion using a Likert survey. The QV Group, shown as the lower path in the shaded
area of Figure 6.1, revealed their opinions by completing two QVs, each with a different
number of voice credits. We divided the QV Group into six subgroups to answer research
question three, which, similar to the pretest, investigated how the number of voice credits
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impacted the survey results.Participants were randomly assigned to two voice credits from
three possible values: N × O, N1.5 × O, and N2 × O. Here, N is the number of options in
the survey, and O is the number of levels excluding neutral on the Likert survey. In this
experiment, participants answered their opinion to 9 societal causes, therefore N = 9. We
used a five-point Likert survey, which translated to O = 4. Thus, the three possible voice
credits in the experiment were 36, 108, and 324. With these three possible values, each of
the six subgroups represented a combination of any two voice credits.
With the pretest experience, we knew that a voice credit too little will bar participants
from expressing their opinion. Therefore, we want to make sure that even with QV that
had the lowest voice credit, participants can strategically express the same result in QV as if
they were in Likert. Given that we used a 5-point Likert scale in the experiment, which the
participant can select up to “very agree” or “very disagree”, the participant would need at
least four voice credits to express the same level of responses in a QV scenario. Participants
do not need to use all their voice credits, so the maximum amount of voice credit participants
need to express any combination of the response of a Likert is N × O. To test how larger
voice credits impacted people’s choices, we set an exponential increase based on the number
of options on the survey that changed from power of 1, 1.5 to 2.
For the Likert group, the survey looked identical to a typical five-point Likert survey.
We assumed that participants had prior knowledge in Likert surveys. Participants were
presented with the nine societal causes, and were asked the importance each of these causes:
With options ranging from “Very important” to “Very Unimportant.”
For the QV group, we asked participants to watch a prerecorded tutorial video of QV’s
concept and how to operate the QV interface. The experiment allowed participants unlim-
ited time to interact with a demo QV interface to make sure that they were comfortable
working with QV. This process is what the “tutorial on quadratic voting” stands for in
Figure 6.1. To ensure that participants paid attention to the video and understood QV, we
asked participants to answer a quiz containing five multiple-choice questions. They would
continue with the survey if they answered at least three questions correctly. Once partic-
ipants passed the quiz, participants will encounter a QV with either 36, 108, or 324 voice
credits. They vote in QV using these voice credits on the nine identical options presented to
the Likert Group. Participants would repeat this action using a different voice credit. We
show these two QV surveys as two QV icons in Figure 6.1.
After both groups of participants completed their surveys in the opinion collection stage,
they finished a short answer question asking their thoughts related to another set of societal
issues. These societal issues in this survey were unrelated to any presented in the previous
stage. We designed this survey to distract participants intentionally. We do not want
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participants to connect their survey responses directly to their behaviors in the donation
task.
The last step of this experiment was asking participants to complete a donation task. This
task presented participants with nine organizations, each referring to one of the nine societal
causes that we listed during the opinion collection phase. Participants could donate any
amount to any of the organizations listed on the donation page as long as the total donation
value did not exceed $35 dollars. While participants did not donate out of their pocket, to
ensure incentive compatibility, we designed a mechanism so that participants did not donate
imaginatively. Participants were aware that everyone in 70 participants would win 35 U.S.
dollars. Assuming winning the $35 U.S. dollars, we asked participants if they would want to
donate some money to any of the nine charity groups. Participants are also aware that they
keep the remaining amount of undonated cash if they win the lottery. Further, participants
were aware that the research team would match one dollar to each dollar they donated to an
organization if they won the lottery. This setup meant that the donation behavior carried
an underlying cost.
To minimize the difference across groups in the study, we used the same prompt across the
Likert survey, QV, and the donation task. We explicitly told the participants that there are
limited resources in society, and people have different preferences at allocating resources. We
asked the participants, “What societal issues need more support?” across all our surveys.
To ensure that the nine societal causes covered a broad spectrum of categories. We used
the categorization of charity groups on Amazon Smile, a popular donation website that has
accumulated over 100 million dollars of donations, as our topics of the societal causes. The
categories include:
(1) Pets and Animals: Animal Rights, Welfare, and Services; Wildlife Conservation; Zoos
and Aquariums
(2) Arts, Culture, Humanities: Libraries, Historical Societies, and Landmark Preservation;
Museums; Performing Arts; Public Broadcasting and Media
(3) Education: Early Childhood Programs and Services; Youth Education Programs and
Services; Adult Education Programs and Services; Special Education; Education Policy
and Reform; Scholarship and Financial Support
(4) Environment: Environmental Protection and Conservation; Botanical Gardens, Parks
and Nature Centers
(5) Health: Diseases, Disorders, and Disciplines; Patient and Family Support; Treatment
and Prevention Services; Medical Research
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(6) Human Services: Children’s and Family Services; Youth Development, Shelter, and
Crisis Services; Food Banks, Food Pantries, and Food Distribution; Multipurpose Human
Service Organizations; Homeless Services; Social Services
(7) International: Development and Relief Services; International Peace, Security, and
Affairs; Humanitarian Relief Supplies
(8) Faith and Spiritual: Religious Activities; Religious Media and Broadcasting
(9) Veteran: Wounded Troops Services, Military Social Services, Military Family Support
Within each of these categories, we selected one charity organization from Amazon Smile
to represent the subject matter used in the donation task. We provide the surveys and the
donation task in the appendix.
6.3 SYSTEM DESIGN
For this experiment, we redesigned many elements of the experiment platform used in the
pretest. We used Python Flask for the back-end implementation and MongoDB Atlas for
the database. Different from pretest, we rewrote a more compact and clean interface with
Angular.js. The experiment source code is publicly available 1, and so is the QV interface 2.
The QV interface repository is a stand-alone repository written in Angular and Flask.
The QV interface (Figure 6.2) added more visual information than the pretest interface
to reduce the participant’s cognitive load. In this figure, we omitted the prompted on top
of the page. The body section is the voting panel that contained all options to vote. To
the left of each option, participants vote using the plus and minus buttons. Buttons were
automatically disabled if the number of voice credits remaining does not permit the next vote
of that item. Instead of cluttering information beneath each option in QV, we presented the
information about that option to the left-hand side. We provided participants a bar right
of the option, which showed the proportion of voice credits used to that option with text
associated with the visual. We changed the color for the icons for “for” and “against” votes
to improve accessibility. We floated the summary panel to the bottom of the page to ensure
visibility. In the summary panel, we displayed a progress bar that showed the number of




Figure 6.2: The QV voting interface used in the experiments. We omitted the prompt in
this figure. After mutiple iterations, the interface allows participants to vote, with real
time feedback of how the votes allocats. The progress bar implementation were inspired by
knapsack voting interface by [31].
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CHAPTER 7: EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We presented the results from the experiment. In the first section, we use simple statistics
to explain the collected data. Following that, we explained why and how we transformed
the data. We explain the Bayesian Model we designed. Finally, we applied the bayesian
analysis and presented the analysis results.
7.1 HIGH-LEVEL ANALYSIS
In this experiment, we collected a total of 223 responses. Of the 223 responses, we removed
four responses after we examined the qualitative and quantitative survey responses. The
four removed responses contained copy-pasted prompts in text-input areas or mismatched
responses between the survey responses and their text input, indicating a misunderstanding
of the prompt. Of the 219 remaining responses, we collected 56 responses from the Likert
Group. We aggregated results of the QV groups using the same number of voice credits.
QV with 36 voice credits had 107 responses, QV with 108 had 108 responses, and QV with
324 had 111 responses.
We must present the results with a representative sample if we want to draw meaning-
ful and unbiased results from voting and surveying tools. This match is difficult without
specific controls because Amazon Mechanical Turk [32] does not entirely represent the US
demographic. It is very challenging to control across all possible demographic attributes at
the same time, which would create exponential permutations of the possible combinations to
control. Therefore, in this experiment, we controlled the age and education level specifically
and collected other metadata from the participants. From the distribution of participants
demonstrated in the table, each subgroup followed the demographics in both age and educa-
tion level. Since we controlled the recruited participants in each subgroup to reflect the US
population distribution, we see the results from the survey followed closely with the 2019
US census data in terms of age and education level. Table 7.1 showed a summary of the
collected participant’s demographic distribution.
For the first analysis, we tried to understand how participants performed on the donation
task. In later analysis, we matched each survey response, either a Likert or QV response,
to the set of donation decisions made by a participant. Therefore, we could only analyze
participants who donated a non-zero amount of money. This preprocessing is required be-
cause we used their donation amount as a proxy of their true preferences across the nine
societal causes. Thus, we further filtered the dataset and kept only the responses that had
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Table 7.1: Experiment 1 sample demographics statistics aligns closely with 2019 US census
across all groups and subgroup. Of a total of 219 experimental subjects, 56 subjects took
the Likert survey, 107 subjects took the QV36 survey, 108 the QV108 survey and 111 subjects
took the QV324 survey.
Demographics Likert (%) QV36 (%) QV108 (%) QV324 (%) All (%) Census (%)
Education
No High School 16.1 14.0 13.9 14.4 14.6 10.2
High School 25.0 27.1 25.9 26.1 26.0 27.7
College Associate 28.6 26.2 34.3 34.2 32.9 33.1
Bachelor’s & above 30.4 32.7 34.3 34.2 32.9 33.1
Age
18–24 21.4 15.9 14.8 15.3 16.9 13.7
25–39 26.8 29.9 30.6 29.7 29.2 30.7
40–54 25.0 29.9 28.7 29.7 28.3 28.3
55–69 26.8 24.3 25.9 25.2 25.6 27.3
a non-zero total donation amount.
Across all participants, the average non-zero donation rate was 73.3%. This result is
consistent with the results provided by Fehr et al. [33], which suggested that about 30% of
the population would always free-ride in public goods provision regardless of what others
do. The donation rate in each condition closely centered around the average donation rate,
ranging from 70.37% (in QV108) and 77.19% (in Likert). The number of valid responses after
filtering out zero-donation participants for Likert, QV36, QV108, and QV324 were 44, 76, 76
and 84 respectively.
Among those who donated a non-zero amount, participants exhibited different behaviors
when deciding how much to donate in total. Figure 7.1 demonstrates two clusters for the total
donation amount. The first cluster centered around $9−12 with the majority in the range of
$5 to $20. This group of people, making up about 60% of the entire sample, donated part of
the lottery winning amount but still kept a significant portion. The other clustered around
$33 to $35, suggesting that this group of participants contributed almost the full amount of
the lottery prize. There were approximately 25% of the participants who behaved this way.
The distribution pattern across four surveying methods was relatively consistent, except that
almost twice the proportion of participants in the Likert condition donated almost the full
amount compared to the other QV conditions. One possible explanation for the difference is
that the Likert group required less effort than that of QV, and participants felt less tempted
to earn an extra reward for their time spent in the Likert condition. Overall, we found
that the total amount of donation per participant was large enough to be distributed across
charities to represent the full picture of their true underlying preferences for nine topics.
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Figure 7.1: Distributions of the total amount donated by participants across four surveying
methods. We see two distributions, one centered by $9− 12 and the other centered by $33
to $35. We also see more Likert participants donate almost most of their donation quota
compared to the QV Groups.

















Figure 7.2: Distribution of Likert Responses per Topic. Each level from -2 to 2 corresponds
to “Very unimportant”, “Unimportant”, “Neutral”, “Important”, and “Very important”.
We see a right skewed distribution across all groups with variations in their shapes. This
means that participants showed their relative preferences even in the Likert Group.
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of QV Responses per Topic in QV36, QV108 and QV324. The max-
imum possible number of votes on a topic was 6 votes in QV36, 10 votes in QV108, and 18
votes in QV324. The tails expends out as the number of total credits increases. All three QV
follows a normal distribution.
Figure 7.2 demonstrated the aggregated Likert responses distributed across the nine soci-
etal causes. We can see that most topics skewed towards positive opinions, with a median of
”Important” and ”Very Important.” Despite six out of nine topics having a median attitude
of ”Important,” the shapes of their distributions are different, which suggested participants
have different levels of support. The sufficient amount of variations shown across topics
indicated that our prompt in the experiment, which we reminded participants that resources
are limited, and one should express their relative preferences worked as intended.
Turning to the response distribution across the three QV surveys, all three subplots pre-
sented consistent findings as in the prior work by Quarfoot et al. [6] and in our pretest
(Figure 7.3). All nine topics showed a quasi-normal distribution. We also observed less vari-
ation between the median of QV36 compared to results from QV108 and QV324. It resembles
even more from the Likert survey more. Observing the medians of QV108 and QV324, both
results showed nuanced differences across topics. Besides, distributions in QV324 have longer
tails than those in QV108, suggesting that participants did make use of the increased credits
to express more extreme opinions at higher costs. When examining the usage of voice credits
across the three QV conditions, we found no decrease in the median with increased budget
size (all around 98%). Still, the tail of lower percentage usage in QV324 was longer than
in the other two cases. This finding assured that participants made good use of the extra
credits. They were comfortable completing QV with a large budget up to the order of N2 (N
is the number of options in a survey) and complicated calculations with our QV interface.
All these findings are consistent with what we saw in the pretest.
To get an intuitive view of how participants’ normalized survey responses (between -1 and
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1) and donation behaviors correlate with each other, we plotted the raw survey response
data and the proportional donation amount of every participant in scatterplots shown in
Figure 7.4. For almost all subplots, the data points approximately follow a trend line with
a positive slope, indicating a positive correlation between survey responses and donation
behaviors. The slopes of the fitted lines in QV are mostly more positive than those in
Likert, suggesting that there may be a stronger relationship between QV survey responses
and donation behaviors. To examine rigorously how well-correlated the survey responses
were with the donation behaviors in different conditions, we need to define a metric to
measure the relationship.
7.2 ALIGNING LIKERT, QV AND DONATION RESPONSES
There are two parts to this analysis. The first part is to compare how closely were the
survey results with an individual’s donation amount. The second part is to compare the
differences between the Likert Group and the QV group. To complete the first part, we need
a metric for alignment. A perfect alignment would occur between the survey response and
the same participant’s donation choices if an individual expressed their preferences with the
same relative strength as their donation amount. More formally, we defined them as the
following:
A set of survey response ~v = [v1, v2, ..., vn], and a set of donation amount ~d =
[d1, d2, ..., dn], where n is the number of topics or options involved in the decision,
are perfectly align if there exists a positive constant k > 0 that satisfies k~v = ~d.
Notice how we represented the Likert survey results, QV, and donation, with a vector of
the same length. Besides, this alignment focused on the relative strength across opinions.
The first reason is that our four types of surveys and the donation task were not on the
same scale. For example, the maximum possible number of votes on a topic in QV36 is six,
while the maximum donation amount on a topic is $35. A relative scale maps each response
onto the same space. The other reason is that when any two participants might donate
differently, possibly due to other factors such as income level or level of education, we want
to capture how they distribute their total donation amounts. In other words, participants
might donate with the same level of preference across options but with a different total
amount to donate. Hence, we focused on the relative strength of opinions across topics.
Next, we need a metric that measured the degree of alignment k~v = ~d. This metric needs
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Figure 7.4: Scatterplots showing the relationship between participants’ normalized survey
response and proportional donation amount for nine topics in all four conditions, Likert,
QV36, QV108, and QV324. Each row is one topic, and each column is one survey condition.
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of relative strength in preferences. In addition, this metric needs to be easily interpretable.
Therefore, we decided to represent the difference between the survey results and the donation
with an angle θ, and make use of the Cosine similarity metric as out alignment metric. We
formally defined the following:
The Cosine similarity angle θ between a set of survey response ~v = [v1, v2, ..., vn] ∈
Rn, and a set of donation amount ~d = [d1, d2, ..., dn] ∈ Rn, where n is the number






and 0 deg ≤ θ ≤ 180 deg.
Researchers often use Cosine similarity to measure the similarity between two non-zero
vectors [34]. It only provides information about the relative orientation and not the magni-
tudes of the vectors. Instead of resulting in a value between 0 and 1, we use the angle degree
for Cosine similarity, which represents the same information but provides more intuition for
interpretation. It is monotonic to how different the orientations of the two vectors are (for
example, the relative strength in opinions). It does not care about the magnitude of the
vectors (for example, the absolute vote or donation amount). Two sets of perfectly align
opinions will yield a Cosine similarity angle of zero, while two sets of opposite vectors will
result in an angle of 180 degrees.
For the Likert group, we mapped the ordinal responses into a vector where each topic
ranges from −2 to 2. For the three QV conditions, the vector of the topics is used as-is. We
then computed the cosine similarity angle between each vector and the absolute donation
amount of the same individual. Once we gathered these data, we moved on to the next step,
where we uncovered how different were these differences across the Likert Group (Likert) and
the three QV variances (QV36, QV108 and QV324). To complete this, we set up a Bayesian
Model with these four sets of Cosine similarity angles for each condition, as described in the
next subsection.
7.3 THE BAYESIAN MODEL
Our Bayesian formulation contained one outcome variable: θi|j. θi|j represents the cosine
similarity angle between the survey response and the donation amount vectors for each
participant i of each experiment condition j. j would either be Likert or any of the three
QV conditions.
We need to define a likelihood function to model the cosine similarity under each condition
for a Bayesian formulation. In general, this is a parametric formulation, and consistent with
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[35], the likelihood function represents the modeler’s view of the data, and not a claim about
the world. The likelihood function is often parametric, and we treat each model parameter
as a random variable drawn from its prior distribution. Typically, these conservative priors
are “weakly informative” which allow for all possible values of the parameter but chosen in
a manner that promotes fast convergence.
We used a Student-t distribution to characterize the mean (i.e., the expected) angle be-
tween the survey instrument (Likert and the three QV conditions). A Student-t, unlike a
Normal distribution, is heavy-tailed, in the sense that the Student-t distribution does not
fall off as quickly as does a Normal distribution and will thus be able to better account for
outliers in the data. The Student-t distribution has three parameters: the degrees of freedom
(ν), the experimental condition-dependent mean (µj), and scale (σj). These parameters are
random variables, and we need to define their priors. Since our goal is to model the average
angle, the fact that the Student-t is unbounded while the angle θ ∈ [0, π] is bounded is
unimportant.
θi|j ∼Student− t(ν, µj, σj), likelihood function to model donation (7.1)
ν ∼1 + exp(λ), degrees of freedom (7.2)
µj ∼N(M0, σ0), modal angle in condition j (7.3)
σj ∼Γ(α, β), scale parameter for condition j (7.4)
Equation (7.1) says that the response θi|j of each group j is modeled as a Student− t
distribution with mode µj, scale σj and with ν degrees of freedom. Next, we explain model
parameters.
Degrees of Freedom: We drew the degrees of freedom ν from a shifted exponential dis-
tribution, to ensure ν ≥ 1; ν =∞, corresponds to a Normal distribution assumption.
Modal contribution µj in each condition j: The mode µj corresponding to each group
was drawn from a Normally distributed random variables with constant mean M0 and
variance σ0.
Scale σj of each condition j: The scale σj of the likelihood function is drawn from a
Gamma distribution Γ(α, β), with mode α and scale β; this prior on σj ensured that
σj > 0.
Constants: The constantsM0, σ0, α, beta were set so that the priors are generous but weakly
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informative so that despite exploring all possible values, we ensured rapid MCMC
convergence.
7.4 BAYSIEAN ANALYSIS RESULTS
We used PyMC3 [36], a popular Bayesian inference framework, to perform the Bayesian
analysis. One of the standard computational techniques for Bayesian inference is Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), a stochastic sampling technique. It sampled the posterior
distribution P (θ|D), the distribution functions of the parameters in the likelihood function
given the data observations D.
We show the trace plots of the MCMC chains in Figure 7.5. The Gelman-Rubin statistic
(a measure of MCMC convergence) R̂ for all parameters was 1, indicating that the multiple
sampling chains converged. The posterior distributions in the left column in Figure 7.5 show
that the means of the four Student-t distributions that model the similarity angle, one for
each experimental condition, vary. In conditions QV108 and QV324 (the overlapping orange
and green lines on the left-most side of the four distributions), the modes of the mean of the
Cosine similarity angle (QV108: 44.649 deg, QV324: 44.796 deg) are smaller than those in the
other two conditions, indicating a better alignment between the survey results and donation
behavior. QV36 (the red line in the middle) has a slightly higher mode of the mean than
QV108 and QV324 (49.029 deg), and Likert (the blue line) has the largest model of the mean
(52.857 deg) among all four conditions. The posterior distributions of the scale parameter σ
in all four likelihood functions are similar, with a mode ranging from 13.904 and 15.724.
To further confirm how different the means of the likelihood functions between each pair of
the conditions are statistically, we constructed the distribution of the absolute difference and
the effect size (normalized difference) between the means as shown in Figure 7.6. The first
three columns show the contrast (top row) and effect size (bottom row) between Likert and
each of the three QV conditions. The fourth column compares the Likert condition and the
general QV condition, by pooling together the responses from three QV conditions. Overall,
we concluded from our analysis that survey response from QV108, QV324, and pooled QV
aligned significantly more with the donation results than Likert responses with a medium
effect size.
We interpreted column 2 (Likert vs. QV108) in detail with the rest of the columns following
a similar logic. The second column shows the contrast of the Cosine similarity angle between
the Likert responses and the donation behaviors against the Cosine similarity angle between
the QV108 responses and their donation behaviors, as well as its effect size. The angles
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Figure 7.6: The figure shows a comparison of the means from the survey-donation alignment
likelihood function between the four experimental conditions (Likert donation alignment,
QV36 donation alignment, QV108 donation alignment, QV324 donation alignment). The last
column shows contrasts between the Likert donation alignment and the pooled QV donation
alignment across three QV conditions. The first row focuses on the absolute difference, while
the second row is about the effect size. Since we are highlighting contrasts, each sub-figure
shows an orange vertical line located at 0. The main finding is: survey responses from
QV108, QV324, and pooled QV aligned significantly more with the donation results than
Likert responses with a medium effect size.
figure of the second column, the mode of the contrast is 8.1 with the 94% High Posterior
Density (HPD) interval of [2.4, 14]. This result means that the Cosine similarity angles in the
Likert group are most frequently 8.1 degrees larger than the angles in the QV108 group, i.e.,
Likert responses are most frequently 8.1 degrees more misaligned with the donation behaviors
than responses from QV108. 94% of the increase in misalignment angles lie between [2.4 deg,
14 deg]. Since the HPD lies outside a significant ROPE (Region of Practical Equivalence) of
0 ± 1, the results implied a significant difference between the two survey instruments. The
bottom figure of the second column shows that the effect size has a modal value of 0.57,
which can be considered a medium-sized effect1. The HPD interval of the effect size is [0.15,
0.99], not overlapping with the ROPE of [0 ± 0.1] that consists of half of the small-sized
effect value of 0.2, which indicated a statistically significant medium to large effect size.
In the third column, we compared the Cosine similarity angle of the Likert group against
that of the QV group with 324 credits. The interpretation of this column is very similar to
that of the second column above. We see a mode of 8.2 with a 94% High Posterior Density
(HPD) interval of [2.3, 14] for the contrast. Again, the HPD lies outside the ROPE of 0± 1,
1We use the conventional standard that an effect of 0.2 is considered small, 0.5 is medium, and 0.8 is
large.
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which implied that QV324 responses align significantly closer to the donation behaviors than
Likert responses. Similarly, the effect size shows a mode of 0.55 with a 94% HPD interval
of [0.14, 0.95], indicating a significant, medium to large-sized effect.
The first column shows a different result. It compared the degree of misalignment of the
Likert group against that of the QV36. The mode of the contrast is 3.9, with a 94% High
Posterior Density (HPD) interval of [−2.1, 10]. While the mode is positive, the HPD interval
overlaps with a ROPE of 0 ± 1, implying that the observed differences are not significant.
The corresponding effect size shows a mode of 0.25 and an HPD interval of [−0.15, 0.64].
About 18.9% of the HPD is to the left of zero, indicating an insignificant effect size. The
result suggested that the QV survey with only 36 credits of budget does not outperform the
Likert survey significantly in alignment with the donation behaviors.
Finally, the fourth and final column compared the degree of misalignment with donation
behaviors between the Likert and the overall QV conditions by pooling three groups of QV.
The posterior of the combined QV condition is simply the averages of the values of the
posteriors from QV36, QV108, and QV324 for every step in the MCMC, because the MCMC
jointly estimates the posteriors of all variables at every step. We see a mode of 6.7 with a
High Posterior Density (HPD) interval of [1.6, 12]. Following the same interpretation logic,
the HPD lies outside of the ROPE of 0 ± 1, which implied that the pooled QV condition
aligns closer to the donation behaviors than the Likert condition. The modal effect size is
0.56, with an HPD interval of [0.12, 1.00] that does not overlap with the ROPE of 0± 0.1,
indicating a significant medium to large effect size.
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the implications of the experiment results in-depth. Based on
the discussions, we propose a few design implications.
8.1 DOES QV ALIGN BETTER TO TRUE PREFERENCES?
In this section, we answer RQ2. This study aims to understand if QV aligns closer to
people’s true preferences than Likert surveys with empirical evidence. In this experiment,
with a 1 in K setting, each of the presented options was independent. Notice these options
contributed toward a single question. This setting is similar to ranking different products in
a store. The products are independent. From the statistical results of Bayesian analysis, we
concluded that QV aligns closer to people’s true preferences than Likert surveys as long as
the voice credits given to the participants are more than O(N3/2) N is the number of options
on the ballot. We attributed this to two reasons: limitation of Likert survey options and the
trade-off mechanism design in QV.
We argue that an ordinal scale determined by the survey designer bounds the response
results of any Likert surveys. At the same time, QV surveys offered more freedom to express
their opinions. This difference suggests that for QV participants, there are many more
ways and degrees of freedom to express fine-grain preferences. From the free-form response
text we collected during the experiment, one participant (P9b3ae) from the Likert group
explicitly mentioned “[. . . ] I would answer otherwise, if there were other options, such as
not much, or a little bit.” This response showed support that participants have different
levels of preferences but were not able to express them expressively in the Likert surveys.
QV Group responses did not present similar issues.
One could argue that it is the design of Likert surveys that bounded the results. How-
ever, a five or seven-point Likert survey had been the de facto method of collecting user
attitudes. It is usually little, if not no, discussion in research studies where it justifies the
use of a five or seven-point Likert in the survey. One related work discussed the use of
different points in Likert surveys dated back to 1965 [37]. This research showed that if the
options are homogeneous, a two-point Likert scale yielded as high-reliability coefficient as a
multi-category system. The research also emphasized that reliability should not be the only
metric when deciding which scale is better than the other scale, much more the opposite. It
implied that a scale should be chosen for the purpose it aimed to serve and the context it is
used. Similarly, it is important to emphasize that our claim is not to veto the use of Likert
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surveys but to pose an alternative method, QV, that aligns much closer to participants’ true
preference and provides much more information when making a collective decision in a 1 in
K setting.
A second reason is that QV forces participants to make trade-offs. Likert surveys do not
impose a cost on expressing strong opinions, so people tend to exaggerate or try not as hard
to distinguish. A Likert survey is hard at translating the idea of “scarceness” into a survey
because survey respondents can put extreme values for all options. We saw a few instances in
the Likert group where participants would claim one or two options as the most critical social
causes in their text response but selecting “very important” for three or more options in the
survey. For example, P09a47 mentioned, “I think the environment education and healthcare
should be our top priorities right now. Other issues are also important, but not as much so.”
However, the participants filled out Education, Environment, Health, and Human Services
as “Very important.” However, we saw people distinguishing the difference among several
important options. P1fee1 mentioned, “I think health and human service are important and
beneficial for society.” while voted six votes for health and five votes for human services.
This response indicated that despite being “important”, there was still a difference in the
degree of importance and shadowed the Likert survey’s limitation. Participants filling out
the survey are limited solely by the options.
QV forced participants to think across options. Even though voice credits are one single
unit and do not carry any weight, when total voice credits increase, the value of each voice
credit devalued, vice versa. P24194 stated, “I had fewer credits, so each vote seemed more
expensive.” QV forces participants to think about the underlying cost of the votes when
voting across multiple options, pushing it to align better with their donation behaviors.
This finding aligns with the physiological finding by [38] The researchers discovered that
people are more rational when faced with scarcity and making trade-offs more salient in this
situation.
8.2 IMPACT OF QV VOICE CREDITS
In this section, we answer RQ3. In the experiment, we confirmed our hypothesis that the
number of voice credits does impact the results. In fact, given a fixed set of voice credits,
there is a finite set of ways to allocate their votes. Different from Likert surveys, the votes
changed according to the number of options present. Nevertheless, the benefits of using QV
did not appear before reaching a specific amount of voice credits, as we saw that QV with
36 voice credits unperformed QV with 108 and 324 voice credits in the experiment.
From the changes in participant’s responses as the number of voice credits changed, we
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found supporting evidence that participants require enough votes to demonstrate their pref-
erences. For example, some participants with a drastic increase of voice credits, from 36 to
324 voice credits, expressed devoting some options that originally had zero votes. P2d9da
stated, “Because now that I have a lot more credits, I felt that I could vote on more issues
that mean something to me.” The participant initially voted for Environment; however, with
324 votes, the participants voted for all but Faith and Spiritual. This behavior supports our
quantitative finding that a limited amount of voice credits suppressed the performance of
QV. Participants also reported being freer and submitted more fine-grain opinions. As one
participant (P54f23) responded: “The greater voice quantity allowed me to vary the differ-
ences in choices” more and similarly Pcc4aa reported, “with more credits i can show what
i really like.” This response reflected that additional credits pushed participants to express
more fine-grain preferences.
On the contrary, the lessened votes forced participants to downsize their preferences if
credits decreased. Many participants voiced their need to make trade-offs. P9e5e6 said, “I
think I covered the bare basics.” and Pe37f2 said, “Less to go around, so had to knuckle
down and allocate the most to what I think is most important.” Again, this meant that it
is crucial to have enough points if we want to reflect participant’s preferences and they’re
intensity accurately. The question of how to identify what number of voice credits to use is
still unknown.
8.3 DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
Given these discussions, we propose the following design implications. First, decision-
makers should consider using QV to collect more fine-grain results, including the preference
and the level of intensity, when the decision-maker is deciding a topic that involves eliciting
one in K options. We believe this could apply to many collective decision-making processes.
Second, when designing the QV for a task, decision-makers should aim at giving participants
excessive voice credits. We saw from the experiment results that additional voice credits only
allowed even more fine-grain results but does not impact the outcome.
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CHAPTER 9: LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We identified a few limitations of this work and also sparked numerous directions for
further exploration of the topic of empirical QV studies. In this chapter, we briefly discuss
these topics and their implications.
9.1 LIMITATION
9.1.1 Limitations of the pretest experiment
As a pretest to the experiment, we found a few limitations. The first limitation is the use
of convenient small-scale sampling, which could generate biased information. Although we
tried to address these challenges in the second experiment, it does not fully assure that our
answer to RQ1 is consistent. This limitation is one reason why designing a large scale HCI
QV experiment is essential presented as future work in the next section. Another weakness
of the pretest lies in transforming HCI surveys. When finding an HCI study to replicate, we
noticed that many HCI research papers compare only a handful of options — for example,
comparing individuals’ preferences across three interfaces. We do not know if a small K
would impact a participant’s decision-making ability and the constant difference between
QV and Likert surveys. The final limitation of the pretest is the length of the experiment.
Each participant was required to complete four surveys: one Likert and three QV. Even
with randomized order across these surveys, we do not know if survey participants were
consistently able to answer all surveys. This limitation drove us to design a between-subject
study in the formal experiment.
9.1.2 Limitations of the formal experiment
There are two major limitations of the formal experiment. The first limitation lies in the
attention checks. We do not know if participants failed the attention check because they
did not pay attention to the QV explanations or because they cannot understand how QV
works. If it is the latter, the experiment might have a selection bias to those who can grasp
the concept of QV. It is without a doubt that QV does transfer an additional cognitive load
to the participants since the QV mechanisms are more complex and require individuals to
think carefully about their voting decisions. The second limitation lies in how we mapped the
Likert survey results into a [ -2, +2 ] scale. This mapping relied on a strong assumption that
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the ordinal scales were binned equally, as we pointed out in the Chapter 3. This limitation
required further investigation to design a statistical method that can help us compare ordinal
scaled results with continuous scaled values. We were not able to adequately address this
limitation in the thesis.
9.2 FUTURE WORK
9.2.1 Large scale HCI QV experiment
At the time of writing, we had yet to propose a large scale, carefully designed HCI exper-
iment that measured participants’ true preferences and compared them with Likert survey
and QV results. It is not trivial to measure and define the participant’s true preference in
the space of Human-Computer Interaction. Current studies in HCI often collected people’s
immediate responses and preferences across different perspectives (for example, interactivity,
design, or usability) of a hardware or software deliverable. HCI research also asked partici-
pants questions regarding different perspectives of the same project. For instance, surveying
participant’s opinions on the color, layout, content, and performance of a web application.
These two examples show HCI researchers collecting participants feedback across homoge-
nous elements that are not independent factors of the product but remain in the space of
selecting 1 in K.
9.2.2 Ease of use
In addition, we do not have enough understanding of the level of usability of QV from
two aspects. First, we are not sure how easy it is for participants to understand QV. In our
experiment, participants are far more familiar with Likert-scaled surveys compared to QV,
not surprisingly. We did saw in our experiment that quite a few participants failing the QV
quiz. Since it was not the focus of this experiment, we did not have a clear picture of why
these participants failed the quiz and the possible concepts that participants struggled to
understand. We acknowledge that participants need additional time and effort to understand
and utilize QV throughout our experiment. Yet, it is also unclear if education level and prior
experiences impact participants’ understanding of QV and their final choices. Second, we
do not know if there are adverse effects of QV if there are many options. It is a possible
challenge for QV because the mechanism ties voting constraints across different options on
the ballot. Thus, asking participants to vote across hundreds of elements can be cognitively
burdensome. Since voice credits are likely associated with the number of options, the more
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options would indicate the more voice credits required. It is not clear if these together will
make QV infeasible after a given amount of options.
9.2.3 Interface and medium
Finally, one crucial unanswered question is how to deploy QV. It is almost certain that
QV will be hard to present on paper since it requires complex calculations. The best of our
knowledge, there is no related work on the medium or the interface for QV. These interface
design questions can impact the participant’s focus (for example, possible biases) when con-
ducting a QV survey. It could help participants make better decisions (for example, having
interactive visualization interfaces). Further, we did not examine if there are differences
when voting on a laptop or a handheld device. An interface that requires scrolling up and
down can be less appreciated than a desktop interface that displays all the options. We
argue that there are many unanswered questions to build a well-designed QV interface.
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we asked a fundamental question: “Is there a surveying method that can
harness the computation power while performing better than traditional surveying tech-
niques. ” We adapted Quadratic Voting, or QV, a voting mechanism where participants
purchased votes to express their opinion from a given budget. We concentrated on one par-
ticular scenario – electing preferences among K elements, a setting that was often completed
using Likert surveys.
We began by designing a small scale, experimental pretest. In the pretest, we answered our
first research question, which aimed to replicate an empirical QV study in an HCI context.
Our experiment replicated the HCI experiment with a Likert survey and found similar results
using multiple QV surveys with a small pool of participants. Through simple statistics and
qualitative analysis, we demonstrated that even with options and survey questions that are
heterogeneous, participants could express more fine-grain responses. The results collected
from QV are quasi-normal distributed compared to heavily left-skewed Likert survey results.
In addition to the replication, we showed that different voice credits affect QV survey results.
With too little voice credits, it reflects limited participant preferences.
Built on top of the pretest, we carefully designed a large scale experiment for this thesis.
Different from the pretest, this experiment included a donation task that captured individ-
uals’ exact preferences. We focused on comparing the difference between Likert and the
donation task with the difference between the QV survey with the donation task. We also
designed three levels of voice credits for the QV surveys in this experiment. Statistically,
we saw similar results from the experiment, as we saw in the pretest experiment. QV was
able to present fine-grain normally distributed participant preferences. To capture this dif-
ference quantitatively, we took the cosine difference between the survey results, either Likert
or QV, with the same individual’s donation decisions. We executed a Bayesian analysis to
demonstrate quantitatively how close QV was to one’s true preferences compared to that of
Likert. Our results showed that when given a large enough voice credit, QV outperforms
Likert surveys.
In short, we can conclude that QV with a sufficient budget outperforms Likert surveys
when it aims to elicit preferences in a 1 in K setting. Most importantly, the experiment
demonstrated that QV elicits finer grain preferences from people than Likert, an advantage
survey designer could leverage to gain a more in-depth understanding of people’s opinions.
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APPENDIX A: PRETEST SURVEY
The following survey was used in the pretest.
A.1 QV SURVEY
Prompt: Suppose that you use only your home computer to access the WebMD website,
and that nobody else uses this computer. We know that Advertising Companines collect
user information to provide services or serve targeted ads. However, with privacy awareness
grown, we would like to know what information you would or would not want to share. Based
on the information that your read above, please use Binary Quadratic Voting to indicate
what information you would allow XYZ Advertising Company to collect for the purpose of
showing you targeted ads only on the WebMD website. Note that the following information
will be retained for one day.
In this setting, using binary quadratic voting, you have a total of (16/64/256) points for




1) The IP address of my computer
2) The name and version of the web browser I use to visit the WebMD website
– Demographic and preference information
3) My gender
4) My income bracket
5) My religion
6) My marital status
7) My hobbies
– Interaction with WebMD website
8) The pages I’ve visited on the WebMD website
9) My weight and height
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10) How long I spent on each page of the WebMD website
– Location information
11) The country from which I’m visiting the WebMD website
12) The town or city from which I’m visiting the WebMD website
13) The exact address from which I’m visiting the WebMD website
– Personal information
11) My email address
12) My phone number
13) My credit card number
A.2 LIKERT SURVEY
Prompt: Suppose that you use only your home computer to access the WebMD website,
and that nobody else uses this computer. Based only on the information that your read
above, please answer the questions below indicating what information you would allow XYZ
Advertising Company to collect for the purpose of showing you targeted ads only on the
WebMD website.
Options: (Each of the options comes with five options: “Strongly Disagree”, “Disagree”,
“Neutral”, “Agree”, “Strongly Agree”)
– I would be willing to allow XYZ Advertising Company to use and store the following
information about my computer. This information will be retained for one day.
1) The IP address of my computer (i.e., a computer identifier assigned by your
Internet service provider)
2) The name and version of the web browser (e.g., Internet Explorer 9, Firefox 18.0.1,
Safari 6.0.2, etc.) that I use to visit the WebMD website
– I would be willing to allow XYZ Advertising Company to use and store the following
demographic and preference information. This information will be retained for one
day.
3) My gender
4) My income bracket
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5) My religion
6) My marital status
7) My hobbies
– I would be willing to allow XYZ Advertising Company to use and store the following
information related to my interactions with the WebMD website. This information
will be retained for one day.
8) The pages I’ve visited on the WebMD website
9) My weight and height
10) How long I spent on each page of the WebMD website
– I would be willing to allow XYZ Advertising Company to use and store the following
information related to my location. This information will be retained for one day.
11) The country from which I’m visiting the WebMD website
12) The town or city from which I’m visiting the WebMD website
13) The exact address from which I’m visiting the WebMD website
– I would be willing to allow XYZ Advertising Company to collect the following infor-
mation. This information will be retained for one day.
11) My email address
12) My phone number
13) My credit card number
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APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENT SURVEY
B.1 QV SURVEY
Question: What societal issues need more support?
Prompt: Please express your opinion using Quadratic Voting as described above. You
have a total of 36 credits for the following 9 issues. You do not need to use up all the credits,
but you cannot exceed 36 credits. If you think that an issue needs more support, you can
cast upvotes for that issue. Vice versa, you can cast downvotes for issues that you think
require less support.
Options:
– Pets and Animals: Animal Rights, Welfare, and Services; Wildlife Conservation; Zoos
and Aquariums
– Arts, Culture, Humanities: Libraries, Historical Societies, and Landmark Preservation;
Museums; Performing Arts; Public Broadcasting and Media
– Education: Early Childhood Programs and Services; Youth Education Programs and
Services; Adult Education Programs and Services; Special Education; Education Policy
and Reform; Scholarship and Financial Support
– Environment: Environmental Protection and Conservation; Botanical Gardens, Parks
and Nature Centers
– Health: Diseases, Disorders, and Disciplines; Patient and Family Support; Treatment
and Prevention Services; Medical Research
– Human Services: Children’s and Family Services; Youth Development, Shelter, and
Crisis Services; Food Banks, Food Pantries, and Food Distribution; Multipurpose Hu-
man Service Organizations; Homeless Services; Social Services
– International: Development and Relief Services; International Peace, Security, and
Affairs; Humanitarian Relief Supplies
– Faith and Spiritual: Religious Activities; Religious Media and Broadcasting
– Veteran: Wounded Troops Services, Military Social Services, Military Family Support
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B.2 LIKERT SURVEY
Question: What societal issues need more support?
Prompt: People have different preferences in how resources should be allocated for dif-
ferent societal issues. Here we listed 9 different societal issues based on a popular donation
website that has accumulated over 100 million dollars of donations. For each of the issues
listed below, how important do you think the issue is to you and that more effort and
resources should be contributed toward the issue?
Options:
– Pets and Animals: Animal Rights, Welfare, and Services; Wildlife Conservation; Zoos
and Aquariums
– Arts, Culture, Humanities: Libraries, Historical Societies, and Landmark Preservation;
Museums; Performing Arts; Public Broadcasting and Media
– Education: Early Childhood Programs and Services; Youth Education Programs and
Services; Adult Education Programs and Services; Special Education; Education Policy
and Reform; Scholarship and Financial Support
– Environment: Environmental Protection and Conservation; Botanical Gardens, Parks
and Nature Centers
– Health: Diseases, Disorders, and Disciplines; Patient and Family Support; Treatment
and Prevention Services; Medical Research
– Human Services: Children’s and Family Services; Youth Development, Shelter, and
Crisis Services; Food Banks, Food Pantries, and Food Distribution; Multipurpose Hu-
man Service Organizations; Homeless Services; Social Services
– International: Development and Relief Services; International Peace, Security, and
Affairs; Humanitarian Relief Supplies
– Faith and Spiritual: Religious Activities; Religious Media and Broadcasting
– Veteran: Wounded Troops Services, Military Social Services, Military Family Support
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B.3 DONATION TASK
Prompt: Many non-profit organizations have a mission to address one or more societal
issues. A monetary donation is one of the most straightforward methods an individual can
do to express their support to these societal issues. You are given a chance to donate below.
You have entered a lottery where three people will win $35 each. The chance of winning
is 1 out of 70. If you win the lottery, you can choose to donate part of or all of the winning
amount to one or more organizations listed below. The research team will match $1 to each
$1 you donate on your behalf. The amount you choose to keep will be paid through a MTurk
bonus. Please specify the donation dollar amount to the organizations of your interest. To
learn more about each organization, you can click on the hyperlink of the organization name
and visit its website in a new tab or a new window.
Please allocate the desired dollar amount for donation to the organizations that you think
need more support.
Options:
– MoMA (Museum of Modern Art): [Arts, Culture, Humanities]
”The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) is an art museum located in New York City.
MoMA plays a major role in developing and collecting modern art and is often identified
as one of the largest and most influential museums of modern art in the world. ”
– Feeding America: [Human Services]
”Feeding America is a United States-based nonprofit organization that is a nationwide
network of more than 200 food banks that feed more than 46 million people through
food pantries, soup kitchens, shelters, and other community-based agencies.”
– Teach for America: [Education]
”Teach for America is a nonprofit organization whose stated mission is to enlist, de-
velop, and mobilize as many as possible of our nation ’s most promising future leaders
to grow and strengthen the movement for educational equity and excellence.”
– The Nature Conservancy: [Environment]
”The Nature Conservancy is a charitable environmental organization headquartered in
Arlington, Virginia, United States. Its mission is to conserve the lands and waters on
which all life depends.”
– The Humane Society of the United States: [Pets & Animal]
”The Humane Society of the United States is the nation’s largest and most effective
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animal protection organization. We and our affiliates provide hands-on care and ser-
vices to more than 100,000 animals each year, and we professionalize the field through
education and training for local organizations. We are the leading animal advocacy
organization, seeking a humane world for people and animals alike. ”
– American Cancer Society: [Health]
”The American Cancer Society is a nationwide voluntary health organization dedicated
to eliminating cancer. Established in 1913, the society is organized into six geographical
regions of both medical and lay volunteers operating in more than 250 Regional offices
throughout the United States.”
– International Rescue Committee: [International]
”The International Rescue Committee is a global humanitarian aid, relief, and de-
velopment nongovernmental organization. Founded in 1933 at the request of Albert
Einstein, the IRC provides emergency aid and long-term assistance to refugees and
those displaced by war, persecution, or natural disaster.”
– Blue Skies Ministries: [Faith and Spiritual]
”Blue Skies Ministries’ mission is to bring the hope of Christ to families living through
the challenges of pediatric cancer so that children who are sick will laugh and play and
feel “normal” again; that siblings, who often compete with cancer, will feel cherished
and get to have uninterrupted family fun; that moms and dads will grow strong and
begin lifelong friendships with others on Kindred Journeys; and, most importantly,
that everyone at Blue Skies will experience the love of our Heavenly Father.”
– Wounded Warrior Homes Inc: [Veteran]
”Founded in 2009, Wounded Warrior Homes provides affordable long-term transitional
housing, hands-on resources, and a defined path for each member to transition from
active-duty military service to independent living as a veteran of foreign wars.”
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